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The most trusted anthology for complete works and helpful editorial apparatus. The Tenth
Edition supports survey and period courses with NEW complete major works, NEW
contemporary writers, and dynamic and easy-to-access digital resources. NEW video modules
help introduce students to literature in multiple exciting ways. These innovations make the
Norton an even better teaching tool for instructors and, as ever, an unmatched value for
students.
This is the new edition of Norton's splendid anthology (the first was published in 1962);
previous editions are cited in Books for College Libraries, 3rd ed. It is now packaged with two
audio CDs that have on them poems read by the authors themselves, from Tennyson (made
on a wax cylinder recording device in the late 1880s) to Heaney and Walcott; passages of Old
English and Middle English poems; poems in Scots dialect and poems written in sprung
rhythm; and performances of poems set to music. Annotation copyrighted by Book News Inc.,
Portland, OR
Nine years ago, W. W. Norton changed the way world literature is taught by introducing The
Norton Anthology of World Masterpieces, Expanded Edition.
Setting out to explain his longtime fascination with the ghost of Hamlet's father, Stephen
Greenblatt provides an account of the rise and fall of purgatory as both a belief and a lucrative
institution - as well as a new reading of the power of Hamlet.
Read by millions of students over seven editions, The Norton Anthology of English Literature
remains the most trusted undergraduate survey of English literature available and one of the
most successful college texts ever published.
The most-trusted and most-respected text in its field is now brand-new in all the best ways.
Collects novels, stories, poems, essays, plays, ballads, and sermons from British and Irish
authors
"This Norton Critical Edition of the anonymously written fourteenth-century Arthurian romance
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is derived from a verse translation by Marie Borroff, first
translated in 1967. The poem follows Gawain, a knight of King Arthur's court, as his honor is
tested by the Green Knight. After succeeding in beheading the Green Knight, who survives the
ordeal, Gawain must uphold his end of the bargain and, after a year's time, meet with the
Green Knight again so that the knight may return the grim favor and behead Gawain. The
"Contexts" in this Critical Edition provide readers with selections of the poem in its original
Middle English, as well as other Arthurian stories that may have influenced the anonymous
Gawain-poet. "Criticism" includes a selection of essays on themes ranging from the poem's
descriptive techniques, to its use of time and gender. A chronology and selected bibliography
are also included"-With the elegance and verve for which he is well known, Greenblatt, author of the bestselling
"Will in the World," shows that Shakespeare was strikingly averse to such absolutes as
scripture, monarch, and God, and constantly probed the possibility of freedom from them.
The most-trusted anthology for complete works, balanced selections, and helpful editorial
apparatus, The Norton Anthology of American Literature features a cover-to-cover revision.
The Ninth Edition introduces new General Editor Robert Levine and three new-generation
editors who have reenergized the volume across the centuries. Fresh scholarship, new
authors—with an emphasis on contemporary writers—new topical clusters, and a new ebook
make the Norton Anthology an even better teaching tool and an unmatched value for students.

Chrysanthemum loves her name, until she starts going to school and the other
children make fun of it.
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A compact and portable version of the best-selling and most-trusted world
literature anthology, The Norton Anthology of World Literature, Shorter Second
Edition, is a rich and teachable selection of the world s literature, in generous
portions and the best translations available."
This Norton Anthology Edition reprints the authoritative text established by R. W.
Chapman. Designed as a companion to Volume Two of The Norton Anthology of
English Literature, Sixth Edition, this volume includes the text, footnotes, and
bibliography of the second edition of the Norton Critical Edition of Pride and
Prejudice, edited by Donald Gray, together with a foreword by Jack Stillinger,
coeditor of The Romantic Period in The Norton Anthology of English Literature.
Long the standard teaching anthology, the landmark Norton Anthology of
Literature by Women has introduced generations of readers to the rich variety of
women's writing in English.
Both an enhanced digital edition and a handsome print volume, The Norton
Chaucer provides the complete poetry and prose, meticulously glossed and
annotated specifically for undergraduate readers, with apparatus reflecting
current scholarship—all at an unmatched value.
Many students today are puzzled by the meaning and purpose of poetry. Poems,
Poets, Poetry, Compact Third Edition demystifies the form and introduces
students to its artistry and pleasures, using methods that Helen Vendler has
successfully used herself over her long, celebrated career. Guided by Vendler's
erudite yet down-to-earth approach, students at all levels can benefit from her
authoritative instruction. Her blend of recent and canonical poets includes a
diverse array of voices represented by a broad selection of poetic forms. Newly
offered in a more portable, concise volume (in print and as an e-book), this text
engages students in effective ways of reading, writing about, and taking delight in
poetry.
The Major Authors Ninth Edition provides new selections and visual and media
support, plus a new, free Supplemental Ebook. Firmly grounded by the hallmark
strengths of all Norton Anthologies, and with the apparatus you trust, The Norton
Anthology of English Literature sets the standard and remains an unmatched
value.
Choose from the most comprehensive collection of plays. Enjoy accessible
apparatus that helps students better analyze the works. Savor an eye-catching
and informative illustration program focusing on performance. All for an
unbeatable price.Revised in response to suggestions from hundreds of
instructors and students, the Third Edition features five NEW plays (four in the
Shorter Edition), NEW critical "Perspectives" sections, and an expanded suite of
free digital resources.
Over 400 entries review the lives and careers of outstanding women who died
between 1951 and 1975, presenting basic data on ancestry, education, and
marital status
The Norton Anthology of English LiteratureTenth Edition Volume DW.W. Norton
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The most-trusted and best-selling anthology continues to set the bar with a vibrant
revision of the Major Authors Edition. Major Authors offers new complete major works,
new contemporary writers, and new dynamic and convenient digital resources. Now the
Norton is an even better teaching tool and, as ever, an unmatched value for students.
The Ninth Edition offers more complete works and more teachable groupings than ever
before, the apparatus you trust, and a new, free Supplemental Ebook with more than
1,000 additional texts. Read by more than 8 million students, The Norton Anthology of
English Literature sets the standard and remains an unmatched value.
Cultural Mobility offers a model for understanding the patterns of meaning that human
societies create. It has emerged under the very distinguished editorial guidance of
Stephen Greenblatt and represents a new way of thinking about culture and cultures
with which scholars in many disciplines will need to engage.
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